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§ 1. Introduction and Notation.

Let p be a fixed prime number, ~p the field of p-adic numbers and (p the p-adic

completion of the algebraic closure of ~p' The absolute value in (p is normalized so

that IP I = P-1 . We use the notion v{z) for the additive valuation on (p which

extends ordp ' Let .60 be an integer to p and let

{

4 if p = 2
q=

p oiherw i se

We set .6oq =.6 and denote

* m *ll.6 = lim (llf I1p ll) .
t---

*The group of p-adic characters is the group of continuous holomorphisms of 11.6 into

*(p:
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Ea.ch Dirichlet charader X of conductor 6pn is an element of the group

*Hom«7J./l1P;7J.) '(p) for each m ~ n , and is prolonged to an unique element of the

group X(1l6) which is again denoted by x.

We set

U =1 + qllp = {z E IIp'v(z -1) 2: v(q)} .

Then, for every g €. U such that v(g -1) = v(q) J the map zz~ g is an

isomorphism of 11 onto U . We call g a topological generator of the group U .p

For each generator g of the group U the map

transforming a continuous chara.cter X of the group U into a point x(g) - 1 defines

an isomorphism between X(U) and the unit disk of (p :

Also we have i80morphisms:

(1.1)

*From isomorphisms (1.1) it follows that X(1l6) is a product of a finite group and

X(U) , while the last is i:omorphic to D. Since' D is an open disk of (p' this

isomorphism makes X(ll~) into an analytic manifold. For this analytic structure
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*X(71f:,.) ia an analytic group. A function f(X) ia called an analytic function on the

*analytic group X(llf:,.) if its restriction on each component isomorphie to D ia an

analytic function. This means that for each eharacter Xo of modulo t:.. there exists a

CD

convergent aeries l an(XO)zn in D such that for every character X = Xo • Xl '
n=O

where Xl E. X(U) , we have

m

f(X) = l an(xO) [Xl(g) - 1] n .

n=O

*Now let p be a measure on 7lf:,.' Le. I' is a eontinuouslinear functional with valuea in

*(p on the space of eontinuous functions in 71t:.. • Then the restrietion of I-' on the

*analytie group X(llf:,.) gives an analytie function

(1.2)

The funetion L(Jlo,X) ia ealled the p-adic Mellin-Mazur transform of the measure p.

In this paper we give an inverse formula for the transform (1.2) and BOrne applieations to

the study of p-adie funetions. In particular we obtain the Mellin-Mazur transform for

Morita's p-adie r-functipn.

The author would like to thank the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in Bann for

hospitality and financial support.
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§ 2. The inverse formula.

In [2J and [7] D. Barsky and M. Vishik prove that each Krasner analytic function in

* *(p -llp subject to some growth conditions ia the Cauchy transform of a measure on 1I.p
and they give an inverse formula for the p-adic Cauchy transform. Here we consider a

similar problem for a large class of Mellin-Mazur transform.

Definition 2.1. Let f and g be two analytic functions in the unit disk D. We say f is

of class o(g) if

sup If(z) I =o(sup Ig(z) I)
Izl~r Izl~r

when r --+ 1 - 0 .

Hf, g are analytic functions on the group X(U) , we consider them as functions on D

in view of the isomorphism (1.1).

*Definition 2.2. A h-addmissible measure on II~ is a linear functional on the space of

*functions on II~ which are locally polynomials of degrees less than h and satisfy the

following condition:

IJl. {z - a)k"pa } I =o(p(h-k)m), k =0,1, ... ,h -1 ,
,m

where,pa is the characteristic function of the set a + U .,m m
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It is proved in [7] that a h-addmissible measure is prolonged to a continuous linear

functional on the space of (h -1) - differentiable functions whose derivates of order

h - 1 satisfy the Lipschitz condition. The restriction of such a functional on the group

X(U) is an analytic function of dass o(logh) and is called the Mellin-Mazur transform

of the measure JI.. The dass of such measures contains, for example, the measures

aBsociated to modular forms (see [5], [7]).

We will show that every analytic function on D of dass o(logh) is a Mellin-Mazur

transform of some h-addmissible measure on U .

Theorem 1. Let F(X) be a function of class o(logh) on X(U). Then the following

formula defines a h-addmissible measure:

k 1 \ -1 kJJ1..z ,pa m) = m m-l L X (a)F(z X) , k = 0,1, ... ,h -1 ,
, p-p

X

(2.1)

where 1/1a ia the charaeteristic function of the set a + U and X runs on the set of,m m

Dirichlet characters of modulo pm. Furthermore we have

F(X) =JXd~.
U

(2.2)

Proof. We first show fonnula (2.1) correctly defines alinear functional J1 on the space

of functions on U that are locally polynomials of degrees less than h. In fact, we have

p-l p-l

1: JI.{ zk1/J m } = 1: m+t m 1: X-I(a + kpm)F(zkX)
k=O a+kp ,m+l k=O p -p X
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p-l

- m+l
1

m l F(zkX) 1: x-1
(a + kpm) ,

p -p X k=O

k = 0, ... ,h -1 ,where X runs on the set of Dirichlet characters of modulo pm+l . We

note first

J}--1 1
\ -1( k m) { PX- (a) if X mod pm
L X a+ p =

k=O 0 if Xis 0 f conductor pm + 1
.

From this we obtain

J}--1

\ {k } 1 \ -1 kl I" z t/J m = m m+1 l X (a)F(z X) =
k=O a+kp ,m+l p - P X mod pm

k= J'{z t/J }, k = 0,1, ... ,h -1 .a,m

Now we prove Jl satisfies the conditions of h-addmissibility. In regard to isomorphism

(1.1) we may consider F(X) as a function on the unit disk D: F(X) = F{X(g) - I} =
F(z) ,where g is a topological generator of the group U .

For each analytic function f(z) on D and each to> 0 we set

II Cll t = sup If(z) I .
o v( z)=to
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Then we obtain:

/
m m-l h

where tm = 1 P - P , m = 1,2, ... (Ilog (1 + z) I is calculated by the Newton

polygon (see [4]). From the hypothesis we have

IIF(z)lI t = o(pmh) (m --+ 00) .
m

Let u be the sequence {gie-I}, i = 0,1, ,h -1 ,where {e} is the sequence oI

primitive roots oI unity oIorder pm(m = 1,2, ) . Since the Iunction F(z) is oI class

o(logh) , one infers u is an interpolating sequence of F(z) (see [3]) [4J). We denote

{Sm(z)} the sequence of Lagrange'a interpolation polynomials for the function F(z)

and the sequence u. Then Sm(z) ia defined by the following conditions:

By a Lazard'slemma ( [6]) we may represent F(z) in the form

F(z) =fp{z) n
'YE.Em

i=O, ... ,h-l

(1- z/gie-1) + Qm(z) , (2.3)

where Em ia the set of primitiv~ roots of unity of order pm, Qm(z) are polynomials

of order hpm satisfying the condition:
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Since the representation (2.3) ia unique, we have S (z) == Q (z), and hence thatm m

From this it follow8

Supposing Sm(z) is written in the form

hm-l
p

Sm(z) = l blm)zl

l=O

we have then

Thus we have max Ihirn) I = o(pmh) (rn ---+ m) . Note that if we write

(2.4)
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hp m_1

Sm(z -1) = l afm)/
t=O

then we obtain also max Iafm) I = o(pmh) . By definition of the measure J1. we have:
t

k

= l (-a)k-jDJ
j=O

hpm_1

l afm)~t =

t=O

l=a modqpm
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hpm-1

= l afm)(gl. - a)k .

t=O
gl::a mod qpm

Thus we obtain

hpm-1

suplp{(z-a)kt/Jam}! =supl l afm)(gl-a)kl =
a I a t= 0

gt=a mod qpm

_ (m(h-k)) _ _
- 0 p , k - 0, ... ,h 1,

because max laim) I = o(pmh), Igt - al 5 p-m . It remains to prove that the given
l

function F(X) is the Mellin-Mazur transform of the measure p. For this we note that

the Mellin-Mazur transform of the measure p is an analytic function of dass o(logh)

(see [7]). Consequently, the function f(X) = F(X) - JX~ is of dass o(logh). Hence,

U

the sequence {gke- I}, k = 0, ... ,h - 1, eE. Ern' m = 1,2, ... is an interpolating

sequence of the function f(X) (see [5]). It suffices to show for this sequence the

function f(X) vanishes identically. In fact, for every Dirichlet character of modulo pm

we have

JzkX~ = l x(a)J'{zkl/Ja,m} = I

U a mod pm
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Theorem 1 is proved.

§ 3. InteJral representation of p-adic analytic functions

We now use the inverse formula for the Mellin-Mazur transform (Theorem 1) to find the

integral representation of p-adic analytic functions of dass o(logh) on D berore

applying these results to Morita's p-adic r -function.

Let f(z) be an analytic function of dass o(logh) on D. We then regard f(z) as

function on the analytic group X(U) and obtain

(3.1)

where Xz is the character of the group X(U) defined by the condition

Xz(l + p) = 1 + z .

For each XE. U we have x = (1 + p)log x/log(1+p) and hence that

x (x) = (1 + z)log x/log(1+p) .
z

By Theorem 1 we obtain the integral representation of the funetion F(X ) :z
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where the measure p is defined by the fonnula:

(3.2)

k 1
I'{x 1/1a m} = m rn-l

, p -p
l X-1(a)F(xkx) ,

xmod pm

(3.3)

where X runB on the set of Dirichlet chara.cters of modulo pm. We note that by

isornorphisrn (1.1) a character X corresponds to a point e-1 where e is a root of

order pm of unity. Hence fonnula (3.3) takes the form:

k 1
p{x 1/1a m} = m rn-I

, p-p

(3.4)

k = 0,1, ... ,h - 1 .

Thns, we obtain an integral representation of the function f(z) in the form:

f(z) = f (1 + z)log x/log(1 + p)dp I

u

(3.5)

where the measure JL is defined by formula (3.4). Hy the isomorphism

U~ 7Ip : (1 + p)x t----+ x we may write formula (3.5) in the form:

f(z) = f (1 + z)xdp(x) .

IIp

(3.6)
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We now turn to consider p-adic bounded analytic functions on D. By using an

argument similar to that showing Theorem 1 we obtain the following inverse formula for

the bounded Mellin-Mazur transform.

Theorem 2. Let f(x) be a bounded analytic function on X(U). Then the following

formula defines a bounded measure on X(U) :

(3.7)

where X runs on the set of Dirichlet characters of module pm, m = 1,2, ... .

Furthermore we have

F(X) = JX cI,! .

U

Using Theorem 2 we may obtain integral representations of bounded analytic functions

on Dasfollows. Let f(z) be a bounded analytic function. As in the case concerning

functions of dass o(logh) we have

f(z) = J (1 + z)xdp(x)

7I.p

where the measure ~ is defined by the formula
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1
p.(a + Um) = m m-i

p -p

We now apply this representation to Morita's p-adic r-function. In [lJ it is proved

that we may consider the funetion r p(x) as the restrietion on IIp of a locally analytie

funetion r (z) on D of loeal analyticity ratio p = p-l/p - 1/p-1 . This means for
p

each point x E. IIp there exists Px such that on D(x,px) n7Ip the function r p(x) is

the restrletion <?f f(z) = l an(z - x)n whieh ia analytic on D(x,px)' The loeal

n~O

analyticity ratio, by definition, ia the number

p = i nf p > 0 .
XE.ll

p
x

Thus, on the disk D(O,p-l/p - l/P-l) the function r p(z) is represented by a

convergent power serles. We set

f(z) = rp(p-l/p -l/P-lz) l

then f(z) ia a bounded analytie function on the unit diak D. We have an integral

repreaention of the function f(z) :

f(z) = f (1 + z)xdp

1l.p

where the measure I' is defined by the following formula:

(3.8)
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1
JL{a + Um} = m m-I

p -p
(3.9)

Hence, for Morita's p-adic r-function we have the following integral representation

r p(p1/P -1/p-1z) = J(1 + z)x~,

IIp

where the measure JL is defined by the formula:
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